AT A GLANCE
Overview
SOC is a trusted global provider of integrated security and management and
operations with a history of assuring safe and effective operations for U.S.
Government and commercial customers. SOC provides a guarantee of discrete
and effective service so that its customer can do their best work. We employ
over 5,000 professionals engaged in the delivery of mission critical safeguards
and security, facility management and operations, engineering, explosive
ordnance storage and disposal, international logistics, life support services
and staffing solutions. Our customers include the U.S. Departments of State,
Energy, and Defense, the Intelligence Community, Fortune 500 companies,
and non-governmental organizations.
Reinforced by a strong commitment to our mission, our workforce
incorporates elite performers who share our same high values and integrity.
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Integrated Security Solutions

Regardless of the assignment, customer, or geography, we
stay true to our core values so that our customers can rest
assured that we do things the right way, every time: Safety,
Diversity, Integrity and Success. These values capture the
essence of what our company stands for.
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Main Line: 703-955-5700
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Spanning from the Americas to Asia, SOC has assisted in
22 countries worldwide — with over a decade of successful
performance.

AT A GLANCE
Integrated Security Solutions
We bring a full suite of integrated programs to support
our customers’ evolving security and protective force
needs. From securing vital national security assets in the
United States and abroad, to personal protection for high
ranking U.S. Government officials overseas, SOC designs
and delivers discrete and proactive solutions to detect and
deter the full spectrum of threats.
Installation Security: SOC has provided installation security
through the design, construction and management
of life support compounds for the U.S. Department of
Defense, Department of State, Department of Energy and
commercial clients throughout the United States, Middle
East, and Africa since 2004.
Mobile Security: SOC brings a proven mobile security
methodology based on internal best practices derived
from our work with Government clients, law-enforcement
and special operations communities. As an operator on
the ground supporting intelligence-driven operations, we
provide threat assessments and actionable intelligence to
forward deployed teams and client managers.
Technical Security: SOC develops and employs
innovative surveillance, security and intelligence
systems to complement and enhance client operations.
Our proficiencies include the design, acquisition, and
maintenance of security systems and infrastructure.
Working Dog Solutions: We lead one of the single largest
specialized canine programs in existence – with services
throughout the United States, Middle East and Africa.
SOC’s canine teams have extensive detection experience
which includes the protection of embassies, camps and
installations abroad –crucial to the protection of national
security here in the U.S. and abroad.

Workforce & Staffing Solutions
Our Workforce & Staffing Solutions Group partners
with prime government contractors and subcontractors
to support the Federal Government, specifically with
the staffing needs of bringing cleared talent to these
organizations. As provider of workforce and staffing
solutions, we support a variety of clients, with a scalable
approach for both global and domestic companies, large
and small. With global reach and staffing experience in
more than 37 states, we support operations around the
world with technical staffing solutions through direct
contract awards and teaming arrangements in support of
the U.S. national security mission. Our team is dedicated to
delivering cleared resources in support of the Department
of Defense, the Intelligence Community and Federal Civilian
Agency Programs.

Core Services
Management & Operations
SOC brings more than a century of successful solutions
experience to our customers here at home and around
the world. With robust capabilities in Facility Management
and Operations (M&O), Architecture & Engineering, Life
Support and International Logistics Services, we custom
design our solutions to address each project’s unique
needs, including those in high-threat environments.
Facility Management & Operations (M&O): SOC provides a
range of facility Management & Operations (M&O) services
to various Federal agencies, as well as commercial clientele
such as Foreign Military Sales (FMS) contractors operating
around the world. Our services include facility maintenance
and modification, engineering and construction, as well
as the operation and maintenance of roads, railways, and
housing systems.
Explosive Ordnance Storage and Disposal: SOC manages a
wide portfolio of munitions storage and disposal, including
large items (explosive devices and mines), medium caliber
munitions, and small arms and fuses. For more than thirty
years we have operated with a strong safety record, using
only environmentally responsible disposal processes
Architecture & Engineering: Our company portfolio brings
more than 100 years of proven experience delivering
comprehensive architecture and engineering (A&E) services
in support of defense and other federal programs. SOC offers
an extensive range of engineering and design services, from
concept through commissioning of greenfield facilities,
retrofits, and upgrades.
International Logistics: With a robust logistical model and
supply lines and infrastructure that spans over 20 countries,
SOC’s capabilities deliver supply chain management,
contingency operations, air transportation, fleet transportation,
vehicle maintenance, and procurement. Our logistics and
management solutions are cost-conscious, flexible, and
innovative.

